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ABSTRACT 

Present work endeavours to understand the solidification behaviour in conventional direct 

chill casting (C-DC) of aluminium alloy billets. The simulations were generated for C-DC 

and MC-DC (melt-conditioned) processes. For the first time, COMSOL Multiphysics has 

been successfully used to simulate the heat flow in C-DC casting of Al-alloy billet. The 

results show that the temperature gradient in the sump is minimized in the case of MC-DC 

when compared with C-DC. The simulation results also revealed the effect of casting speed 

on the sump profile in both the cases. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Direct Chill casting popularly known as DC casting (termed herein as C-DC) is a widely used 

technology of producing wrought Al-alloy billets. This process falls under the category of 

continuous casting where the molten metal solidifies continuous cooling. It has been a 

challenging process owing to several casting and post casting problems such as bleed-outs, 

cold-shuts, hot-tears, macro segregation etc. [1, 2]. Several techniques were adopted in order 

to overcome the problems like hot-tears and macro-segregation. Some of the popular methods 

are electromagnetic stirring and melt-conditioned direct chill (MC-DC) casting [3-7]. These 

techniques have shown a promising improvement in the solute distribution and grain 

refinement of the billets cast. The MC-DC involves a vigorous stirring of the liquid above the 

solid-liquid interface using a rotor-stator device, during casting; this technique has also 

shown to result in grain refinement of the cast billets without the addition of a conventional 

grain-refiner. Earlier reports on melt-conditioning speculated that the key mechanism 

responsible for this grain refinement in the cast billets was due to the heterogeneous 

nucleation of α-Al triggered by the dispersed oxide particles [3, 4, 5, 8, 9]. However, recent 

work has shown that the mechanism responsible for the grain refinement is the heterogeneous 

nucleation caused by the fragmented dendrites, since they have superior coherency with the 

α-Al [6, 7].  

Some studies reported the prediction of the casting behaviour of Al-alloys in C-DC casting 

[10, 11]. However, systematic modelling approach on MC-DC technique is not found to be 

reported yet. Hence, the present work has been aimed at understanding the temperature 

distribution in C-DC and MC-DC casting processes for an industrial scale casting (billet 

diameter 206mm; length 7000mm) for various casting speeds. The detailed methodology and 

results obtained are discussed in the following sections. 
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METHODOLOGY 

COMSOL Multiphysics 4.4 is a software, which works on advanced numerical methods, for 

modelling and simulating physics-related problems. A heat-flow module with non-isothermal 

conditions has been chosen for modelling the C-DC and MC-DC casting processes. A 

temperature driven convective flow was chosen for the liquid in the C-DC billet-sump; while 

the flow in the MC-DC billet sump was forced convection (since stirring action is involved in 

MC-DC).  

3D models of a C-DC and MC-DC processes were created using COMSOL multiphysics 4.4. 

Simulation for the casting of hypothetical Al-alloy billet (Solidification range of 80
o
C) was 

generated using heat flow and fluid flow modules. The inlet of the liquid metal was 

considered to be 690
o
C. The inlet water was at a temperature of 12

o
C and with a velocity of 

0.4 m/s. A time-dependent solver was used in order to monitor the profile at each time-step.  

Simulations for different billet speeds (0.01, 0.0167, 0.025 and 0.033 m/s) were run using the 

software for both the models for 1500s. As a result, temperature profile and isothermal curves 

throughout the billet, after attaining the steady state, were obtained. The results obtained in 

the present work have been critically analysed and compared with the earlier experimental 

work conducted on pilot-plant scale (Fig.3). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Fig.1.Temperature distribution across the C-DC cast billet corresponding to casting speed of 

(a) 0.01m/s and (b) 0.033 m/s 

Fig.1 (a) & (b) represent the temperature profile across the billet sump during C-DC casting 

with casting speeds of 0.01 and 0.033 m/s respectively. It is found that the depth of the sump 

(solid-liquid interface) increases with the increase of the billet casting speed which is well in 

agreement with the state of art understanding of the C-DC casting [1, 2, 11]. The results also 

show a decrease in shell thickness with the increase of casting speed which is critical for 

understanding the cold-shut, bleed-out and other issues of C-DC casting. Similar trend was 

obtained for MC-DC casting as shown in Fig.2 (a) & (b), where Fig.2 (a) and (b) correspond 



to the casting speeds of 0.01 and 0.033 m/s respectively. However, the sump depths 

decreased during MC-DC casting when compared to its counterpart in C-DC casting. 

 

Fig.2. Temperature distribution across the MC-DC cast billet corresponding to casting speed 

of (a) 0.01 m/s and (b) 0.033 m/s 

 

Fig.3 Variation as measured in the temperature gradients in C-DC and MC-DC casting 

experiments on pilot-plant scale [6] (reproduced with permission from Taylor and Francis) 

Fig.3 shows the temperature profiles measured using two thermocouples (T1 and T2), which 

were immersed in the billet-sump during the casting process as demonstration in earlier 

report [6]. During this experiment the C-DC regime was obtained without-stirring, while the 

MC-DC regime was measured during stirring of the liquid in the billet sump. The detailed 

experimental procedure is reported elsewhere [6]. Some of the earlier reports on MC-DC 

casting claimed that the grain refinement obtained was essentially due to the heterogeneous 

nucleation phenomena triggered by the dispersed oxide particles [3, 4, 5, 8, 9]. However, 

recent work has demonstrated that the grain refinement observed in the MC-DC cast Al-

alloys is due to the heterogeneous nucleation caused by the fragmented dendrites formed 

during the forced convection caused in MC-DC process [6, 7]. It was also shown that the 



nucleation and growth events take place in the isothermal regime of the MC-DC process [6, 

7]. Present results also confirm that the isothermal regime in the billet sump is attained 

depends on the proximity of the stirring device from the solid-liquid interface as reported 

earlier [7]. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Successful and efficient models for simulation of C-DC and MC-DC casting have created 

using COMSOL for the first time. These models are in agreement with the experimental 

based literature and help us to understand these mechanisms more clearly. This work 

reconfirms the mechanism proposed based on the experimental results reported earlier. And 

hence, in the MC-DC process the heterogeneous nucleation is predominantly based on the 

dendrite fragmentation, followed by growth in isothermal regime. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig.1.Temperature distribution across the C-DC cast billet corresponding to casting speed of 

(a) 60 mm/min and (b) 200 mm/min 

Fig.2. Temperature distribution across the MC-DC cast billet corresponding to casting speed 

of (a) 60 mm/min and (b) 200 mm/min 

Fig.3 Variation as measured in the temperature gradients in C-DC and MC-DC casting 

experiments on pilot-plant scale [6] (reproduced with permission from Taylor and Francis) 

 

 

HIGHLIGHTS 

 3D simulation model for DC and MCDC casting has been created using COMSOL for 

the first time. 

 It reconfirms the dendrite fragmentation based heterogeneous nucleation mechanism 

in MCDC. 

 The effect of casting speed on the billet sump has been well demonstrated by the 

models. 

 The effect of forced convection on the billet sump has also been well demonstrated by 

the models. 

 The models are in complete agreement with the experiment based literature. 

 




